Cleanable Replacement Tethers
SaniSecure Cleanable, Hygienic Tethers
SaniSecure is a new product aimed at solving the problem of keeping the patient call pendant within easy
reach of the patient.
SaniSecure is completely durable and is easily sanitized
along with the patient call pendant.
SaniSecure avoids unnecessary damage to bed linen and
patient call systems, by quickly slipping free if a large
force is applied.
SaniSecure is the sister product to the highly successful SaniPull product, and is manufactured from the same
highly durable vinyl and incorporates a plastic spring clip that is specifically designed to securely and safely
attach patient communication pendant cords to bedding or bed frames for easy retrieval.
A perturbing feature of any current metal clip attachment system is its potential to cause abrasions and nips to
patients and staff from the sharp metal teeth on the spring clip, leading to possible infection. Invariably therefore, communication cords are wrapped or tied around bed frames, and when the bed is moved, the pull cord
receptacle is dislodged, causing unwanted maintenance and loss of bed space.
Similarly pendant cords are secured by attaching the metal
clips to bedding leading to the linen becoming frayed or torn,
with textile costs rising by some 38%, linen replacement is
becoming a budgetary concern. SaniSecure’s unique construction negates both the possibility of physical harm and
will preserve linen stocks and reduce replacement overheads.
SaniSecure is available in both 50mm for nurse call cords and
a 250mm configuration, for use as an equipment securing
strap for areas when infection control procedures are in
place. It is ideal for keeping stethoscopes and other equipment accessible.
Its easy fit simplicity, safety attributes, and the budget saving potential is sure to make SaniSecure the first
choice for many facilities.

Product Order Details
SaniSecure Cleanable vinyl tethers in white, orange, red or blue (add W, O ,R ,or B at the end of the order code)
Order Code

Product Description

SaniSecure50

50mm SaniSecure (Pack of 10)

SaniSecure250

250mm SaniSecure (Pack of 10)
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